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We spend a significant part of our lives chatting about other people. In other words, we all gossip.
Although sometimes a contentious topic, various researchers have shown gossip to be fundamental
to social life—from small groups to large, formal organizations. Adopting the Enron email dataset
and natural language techniques, we present the first study of gossip in a large CMC corpus. We
find that workplace gossip is common at all levels of the organizational hierarchy, with people
most likely to gossip with their peers and that it is more likely for an email to contain gossip if
targeted to a smaller audience.. Also, gossip appears as often in personal exchanges as it does
in formal business communication. Exploring the sentiment of gossip, we observe that gossip is
in fact quite often negative. Our study provides empirical evidence of an under-researched yet
important societal phenomenon and provides empirical insights by testing existing gossip theories
originating from anthropology, on a real world large email dataset.

1.

INTRODUCTION

One of the most pervasive societal activities involves chatting about other people. Anthropologists call conversations like these gossip: the absence of a third party from the
conversation [Besnier 1989; Hannerz 1967]. Despite some negative social connotations,
gossip is fundamental to healthy societies—from small groups to large, formal organizations
[Feinberg et al. 2012]. Simply put, we use it to trade social information, information we
may find very useful in the future. In fact, Dunbar [1994] goes so far as to suggest that
language itself developed so we could gossip about one another. Despite being identified as
one of the most important societal and cultural phenomenon [Gluckman 1963], gossip is
largely under-researched.
This article presents an exploratory study of gossip in a large corpus of computer-mediated
communication (CMC). Using the Enron email dataset of 517,431 messages, we look to
answer the following research questions. In systems characterized by power and hierarchy—
like workplaces—what role does hierarchy play in shaping how people gossip? Going
further, can we infer someone’s corporate rank from their gossip behavior? Is gossip limited
to personal email exchanges, or does it leak into more formal business communication?
Though sometimes overlooked in an always-changing internet, email was the internet’s first
widespread social medium [Henderson and Myer 1977]. Email affords conversations among
both small and large groups. Networks of contacts form over time, like Twitter. Unlike
Twitter, however, 92% of online adults use email [Purcell. 2011]. Madden and Jones [2008]
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recently reported a sharp increase in the number of adults who “constantly” check their
work email, a figure that has almost certainly risen as smartphones find their way into more
and more pockets. In other words, it may be fair to call email the world’s most successful
and pervasive type of social media.
With this as a backdrop, we turn to natural language methods—specifically, Named Entity
Recognition—to identify gossip in the Enron corpus. We find it present at all levels of the
corporate hierarchy. We demonstrate hierarchical signatures of gossip, showing specific
pathways for the transmission of gossip via email. People belonging to certain ranks are the
major sources of these messages, while other ranks silently receive it. Yet others do both.
We find that people gossip most with their peers, indicating their tendency to gossip within
their own group, the ones belonging to the same rank. Interestingly, people have a greater
likelihood to send gossip messages to smaller audiences: a fact demonstrated by deriving a
power law relation between the frequency of gossip email and the number of recipients on
an email.
After exploring gossip as framed by hierarchical structure, we take a closer look at the
content of gossip messages. Using sentiment analysis, we search for emotional signals in
gossip. We explore the sentiment associated with gossip email, finding that gossip is in fact
quite often negative: 2.7 times more frequent than positive gossip.
2.

QUANTIFYING GOSSIP IN WORKPLACE EMAIL

Our research is based on four complimentary datasets:
Enron email corpus: This dataset has 517,431 email messages1 , sent by 151 people
between 1997 to 2002 [Klimt and Yang 2004; Shetty and Adibi 2004].
Enron job titles dataset: Researchers at USC2 and John Hopkins gathered the status
of 132 employees within Enron and generated a job title dataset for them. Figure 1(a)
shows the job titles assigned to employees [Shetty and Adibi 2004].
Ranks of job titles: We referred to Gilbert’s work [2012] to match each job title
with a numeric rank relative to its position in the organizational hierarchy. CEOs and
Presidents have greatest power in an organization and reside at the top of the hierarchy.
They are assigned rank 6, while employees are at the lowest level have rank 0. Figure
1(a) depicts the relationships.
Personal vs. business email: Jabbari et al. [2006] manually annotated a subset of
the CMU Enron email dataset, labeling 11,220 messages as “Business” and 3,598 as
“Personal.” We use this dataset for analyzeing gossip in personal and business email.
2.1

Unit of Analysis: Gossip email messages

Our computational method for isolating email messages containing gossip is outlined in
Figure 1(b). Using the Enron corpus, we first remove all duplicate messages; i.e., we keep
only the sender’s copy of the message and discard any copies shared by other recipients.
We also filter out those messages where the sender is a non-Enron employee or if his rank
1 http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~enron
2 http://www.isi.edu/~adibi/Enron/Enron.htm
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Fig. 1: (a). Relative ranks of job titles. Figure has been reproduced from earlier work. (b). Steps for
identifying gossip email from a list of Enron email messages.

is unknown. Next, we scan the body of each email to check if the sender has mentioned a
name of a person and has not included him in the recipient list. Email messages satisfying
this criteria are termed gossip email messages. They form our unit of analysis. We used
the Stanford Named Entity Recognition (NER) classifier [Finkel et al. ] to label words in
the email body as person names. It is a common practice to shorten a person’s full name
(e.g., Abe for Abraham). NER also labels these nicknames as person names. In order to find
the corresponding full names, we borrowed a nickname lookup file from an open source
project hosted by the “Web Science and Digital Libraries Research Group" of Old Dominion
University3 . We check if any of the labeled person names are present in the nickname
database. We then map any matched nicknames to its corresponding full name. For each
email message we call the list of all these full names “in-message names.” Next, we check
to see if all the in-message names found in the earlier step are present in the recipient list.
If not, then the missing names are the ones about whom the sender gossiped in the email.
These gossip email messages comprise our corpus.
3.

SOCIAL FACTORS UNDERLYING GOSSIP

Does position of an employee influence the amount of gossip email he sends and the
audience of his gossip messages? In other words, who gossips more, bosses or employees?
3.1

Who starts the gossip?

We first study the percentages of gossip email originating from each rank. Figure 2(a) shows
these proportions. We see that gossip is a common phenomenon among every rank.
3.2

Where does gossip go?

Now, let’s consider the opposite question: who receives the most gossip email? We restricted
our analysis to a dataset of single recipients because multiple recipients may belong to
different ranks and such a mixture of ranks might be confusing for conclusions about the
audience of gossip email and the flow of gossip across ranks. This resulted in a rather small
dataset of 845 email messages. Next, we define “rank difference” as the rank of the recipient
3 http://bit.ly/m7tYcC
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Fig. 2: (a). Gossip proportion varying with hierarchical rank. (b). Rank difference versus number of
gossip emails
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Fig. 3: (a). Flow of gossip across ranks. (↑) denotes that gossip email flow up the hierarchy, while
(↓) denotes downward flow. (↔) denotes that gossip stays within the same organizational rank. (b).
Log-log plot of the number of recipients in the To list of an email versus frequency of such an email,
shows that the power law relation holds true for both ‘gossip email’ and overall email traffic.

minus the rank of the sender. We see a huge peak at rank difference 0 (see Figure 2(b)).
This implies that people mostly gossip with their peers (i.e., other employees belonging to
the same rank). The next highest peak is at rank difference 1, implying that there is heavy
flow of gossip messages one level up the hierarchy. There is also significant flow of gossip
email four levels down the hierarchy, corresponding to the rank difference of -4.
What’s behind these peaks? We produced Figure 3(a) to answer this question. Each arc
in the figure corresponds to the flow of gossip email between any two ranks. Right side
corresponds to flow up (↑) the hierarchy, while left corresponds to downward flow (↓). The
thickness of the arc is proportional to the amount of gossip email sent, which gives us a
sense of the major contributors in the flow of gossip.
One interesting thing to note from Figure 3(a) are the distinct “gossip sinks” and “gossip
sources” present in either direction. “Gossip sources” correspond to the ranks which are the
major contributors in generating gossip email, while “gossip sinks” correspond to the ranks
which receive most of the gossip. Ranks 6 and 0 are the “gossip sinks” up and down the
hierarchy respectively. Ranks 5, 3 and 0, on the other hand, are the major “gossip sources”
for gossip flowing up the hierarchy, while the same is true for 5 and 4 for downward flow.
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Fig. 4: (a). Testing the effect of personal and business email on the proportion of gossip. (b).
Percentage negative, positive and neutral emotions in the gossip email.

This clearly indicates that employees at the lowest level play a prime role in circulating
gossip throughout the hierarchy.
3.3

Gossip as a function of audience size

We also explore the relationship between the number of gossip messages and the number of
recipients on that email. Our test bed for this analysis consists of all email that had more
than one recipient in the To list. We were left with a dataset of 16,500 email messages. We
searched for gossip email in this corpus and noted the count of its corresponding recipients.
Both regular email and gossip email roughly follow a power-law function (see Figure 3(b)).
Letting y be frequency and x be the number of recipients on the To list, we can model
the following relationship: y ∝ x−a . The exponent of the fitted line is a = 1.304 for
gossip traffic and a = 1.573 for overall email traffic of the Enron corpus. These exponents
demonstrate that sending email to a small set of people is more frequent and it is more
common to see gossip in messages targeted to a smaller audience.
3.4

Gossip in personal vs. business email

For this study, we searched for gossip email in the Jabbari et al.’s [2006] manually annotated
3,598 “Personal” and 11,220 “Business” email dataset. We find that the proportion of gossip
is independent of whether the email relates to personal matters or business ones, a seemingly
counterintuitive result, χ2 (1, N = 1618) = 0.1413, p = 0.707 (see Figure 4(a)).
3.5

Sentiment of gossip email messages

To analyze sentiments of gossip email, we first extracted the message body from each of
7,206 gossip messages and converted the text to lowercase. We then used the Natural Language Text Processing API provided by text-processing.com4 to perform sentiment
analysis. We find that a significant portion of the gossip text has neutral tone. However
negative sentiment is predominantly higher compared to positive (see Figure 4(b)).
4.

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

Our study reveals some important characteristics of organizational gossip. First, gossip is
present in both personal and business email and across all sections of the hierarchy, which
demonstrates its all-pervasive nature in organizations. Next, we showed that the hierarchical
position of an employee affects his gossip behavior, both in terms of his frequency of gossip
and the audience with whom he gossips. Our results indicate that people are most likely to
4 http://bit.ly/yGMudg
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gossip with their peers. These findings are in line with Gluckman [1963]’s theory: gossip
maintains a group’s unity and establishes its boundary. Building off this finding, perhaps
using gossip as an indicator, an organization could build self-aware applications to spot peer
groups and groups which have diverse interests.
We also show that organizational gossip is a social process. Some people are actively
involved in generating gossip messages (“gossip source”), while others are silent readers of
the messages (“gossip sink”’), and there are some who play both roles. Acting as a conduit
of information, identifying gossip sources and sinks may help an organization locate its
information hot spots.
We have studied gossip behavior in organizational email only. It would be interesting to
perform the study in other communication media such as instant messaging or Facebook.
While instant messaging is a purely dyadic private communication channel, where the third
party has no knowledge about the interaction, gossip on a Facebook wall has every chance
to be noticed by the third party. It would be interesting to see if and when gossip percolates
from one social circle to another and what triggers this process. What would happen if,
in group-level gossip, multiple people present conflicting facts? How would the listeners
react to such conflicting information? Will it be detrimental to the unity of the group? Are
gossipers eager to confirm the information from multiple social interconnections? Does
the reputation of the gossiper (gossips too much or too little; gossips about positive things)
determine his trustworthiness? Does the type of information (entertaining, concerning)
determine their willingness to confirm? The process of confirmation might in turn cause the
information to flow to other social connections. It would be interesting to see if and when
the information gets garbled while cascading to different levels. More work needs to be
done to explore these deep questions.
5.
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